
Borough Of North Plainfield - Masler Plan Update Study

PART III

GESERAL MASTER PLAN FINDNGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

MAJOR ISSUES· PROPOSED LAND USE POLICY

Following is a summation of major observations and recommendations considered in development of proposed land

use changes fer the business districts.

Downtown Business Districts: General Land Use

• Review Land Use Polices to Meet Current Objectives and Conditions • Zoning should be
amended to incorporate the changes in land use over the last 20 years, where this meets the land use policies of
the Borough. History has proven some prior land use ex~tations unlikely, including intensive "urban
redevelopment" of the downtown. Moderate redevelopment proposals, lot mergers and individual rehabilitation
or reuse of existing structures has been ongoing and should be recognized as likely to continue in the foreseeable
future. Delineation of permitted uses in all business zones needs funher defmition.

• Refine Zoning Boundaries· Zoning boundaries require adjustment, particularly around the periphery of
existing zones. Current district boundaries are often unrelated to existing land use or property lines. Similarly,
various residential lots CUITentlyincluded in business zones may be considered for rezoning to adjacent residential
zones.

The current B-1 district in particular contains various areas unrelated by use or physical characteristics and should
be considered for rezoning to better direct appropriate future rehabilitation and redevelopmenL Past land use
policy envisioned this area for major large scale urban redevelopment of a "tear down and rebuild" nature. It is
not recommended that this policy be pursued. Smaller scale redevelopment and rehabilitation is more
appropriate to this area. It is recommended that the B- I area be rezoned and boundaries adjusted to recognize the
different characler of existing uses. physical characte:ristics. intensity of activity and appropriateness of use.

• Maintain tbe Retail Core· Somerset Street in the current B and B-1 area acts as the central business
corridor and core area for locally oriented retail activity. Office and residential use Icx:ated on ground floors
weakens the otherwise cohesive retail nature of this area. They use up valuable retail space which cannot be
made up on second or third floors or in other areas which do not have the visibility, access and activity levels
necessary to genezate a favorable retail business climate. In order to maintain this compact downtown retail area
and improve viable retail opponunities, office and residential uses should be prohibited on the fU'Stfloor of
buildings lcx:ated on Somerset Slreet in the southern portion of the downtown. Ground level retail sales are a
driving force in the downtown core and engine of the downtown economy. It is recommended that .they be
preserved to the greatest extent possible.

• Encourage a Pedestrian Orientation in tbe Downtown • Throughout the downtown. encourage
locall)' oriented retail sales and personal service uses. Encourage additional ground level retail and retail services,
increased access to public parking and provide a pedestrian friendly street.seape which is inviting to downtown
shoppers. Discourage uses or structures which disrupt pedestrian traffic, decrease pedestrian safety or visually
impair the downtown, particularly along Somerset Street and W81ChungAvenue.

• Auto-Related Uses • Automobile service stations and other automobile related uses exist throughout the
downtown area, most predating current zoning regulations. While recognizing their presence, it is recommended
that auto-service and repair stations continue to be prohibited from the downtown due to their general visual
incompatibility with quality retail sales, personal services and professional or business offJCCSand due to their
disruption to the desired pedestrian orientation of the downtown. Where future requests for variances for
enlargement or modification are made by existing auto-related uses, they should be reviewed in light of proposed
improvements ro the visual character of site and increased compaubility with surrounding land uses, e.g. site
clean up. landscaping, fencing and sign reduction. New auto-rela1ed uses should be directed ro selected highwa)'
business areas where there is a vehicular crientation, where aesthetic considerations are mere flexible and where
there is less conflict with existing land uses or planned developmenL
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• ManuractuTingIWarebousing - Manufacturing and warehousing uses are not officially permitted in any
diStr1CL Tnese uses are genenilly not compatible w,th small retail uses, professional offices or neighborhood
residential due to nuisance factors, truck traffICand aesthetic contrasts. Uses which generate signifICantamounts
of heavy truck traffic should not be encouraged in the downtown. Future development of such uses. if any,
should be directed to lU'e3Swith direct access to Route 22.

• Expand Retail and Proressional Service Uses - It appears that some local service and sales uses are
inadequately represented in the downtown. Clothing and apparel stores for men, women or children are not well
represented. There are several tavemslbars. luncheonette and take out uses, but few full service restaurants or
other evening dining or entenainment oriented activities to increase both day and evening economic activity.
There is a lack of variety retail stores.

• Define Residential Use in tbe Downtown Business Zones -Except for townhouses and apa.-.ments
in the B-1 or B-5 wnes. residential uses are not permitted in the business zones. Existing residential uses do,
however, make up a large percentage of the overall land use in the B, B-1 and B-2 districts as currently
delineated. It is recommended that current downtown business district boundaries be amended to exclude areas
where there are residential properties that are unlikely to be appropriate for conversion to commercial use or are
inappropriate for such use. This would reduce the number of residential structures in commercial wnes. direct
the existing demand for commercial conversion to more appropriate parcels and provide greater commercial
consistency in the resulting business district areas.

A policy concerning the status of residential uses remaining in the business zones should be determined. Some

options for addressing the residential issue include:

1. Continue to prohibit residential use in the business zones (unless otherwise authorized). Eliminate the
provisions pennitting apanment buildings and townhouse development in the B-l and B-5 districts. All current
dwellings would continue as nonconforming uses but funher expansion, internal or external, would be
prohibited.4 In conjunction, roomers and boarders as currently permitted could be prohibited in the business
wnes.

2. As pan of zoning boundary revisions. delineate lU'e3Sin the business zones that continue to have a strong
residential presence and encourage modification of these areas to office conversions or mixed use with 1
apartment only located on a second or third floor under specific conditions.

3. Permit residential use in one or more of the business zones, but only under specific conditions relating to size of
lot., availability of parking. size of units, number and type of units. For example, in the B-2 district,
modification of a single family dwelling may be limited to 1 additional unit for a total of 2 units per structure,
provided that adequate off-street parking can be provided in the side or rear yard and minimum unit size is
maintained. Another scenario is one where residential use is only permitted as an accessory apartment on the
second floor of a commercial use.

Further discussion of this issue is anticipated. One alternative course of action is embodied in the land
use/wning plan recommendations in the next section which mayor may not be adopted by the Planning Board
as appropriate. In any event, it is recommended that existing district boundaries as they apply to residential uses
in the business districts be altered to beuer reflect existing conditions and to reduce the number of unauthorized
conversions to multiple unit dwellings. Appropriate commercial development should take precedence over
residential uses in all of the business zones.

• Encourage Compatible Commercial Conversions - In the downtown. most residential units that have
been converted to commercial use appear to have been converted to small offices. professional or business.

4Restricted expansion should not apply to improvement or maintenance activities which would not produce new uniu or
enlarge the square footage of existing structures. This would help prevent remaining residential structures from becoming
nmdo",,'n.
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BUSINESS DISTRICTS: OTHER ISSUES

• Business District Design

As a major part of this pro~t. recommendations were developed for a streelSCapeplan for public improvements
in the downtown. Additional guidelines for private development renovation and rehabilitation are needed to
improve the aesthetic character of the downtown. There is considerable diversicy in the building design and
appearance of the downtown areas. Although there are many attractive structures, facades. displays and signage
ueaunents, there are also many buildings where facade details have been covered. that have over-intensive
signage or window displays, or which have unattractive commercial extensions attached to prior residential
dwellings. Improved appearance in the downtown and on the highway will help to advance private invesunent
and economic activicy in these areas.

• Enhance Borough Identity

It is important to establish an independent identity for North Plainfield. Travelers entering North Plainfield
from the Plainfield dov.'Tltownor from Route 22 are often unaware of local boundaries. Borough identity needs
to be accentuated. Public identification signage should be placed at the primary entranCes to the Borough. Over
time. streelSCapeand building improvements will progress to the point where they increasingly reflect a desired
and recognizable Borough identity. Even with such improvements. identification signage will continue to be
important in greeting the traveler and helping to define North Plainfield's individuality. The proposed
downtown improvement plan described in Pan Y of this report will help support this objective.

• Establish a Borough Focal Point

The Borough lacks an identifiable focal point such as a community green or traditional town square. Such areas
provide a central location for public activities and events and add to the sense of Borough identicy. They also
provide space for passive recreation opportunities and furnish a green public space in an area otherwise
characterized by asphalt and concrele.

One possible location for a community green would be a portion of the site currently occupied by the
municipal parking lot and garage. which is located directly across from the municipal building. The site would
make an ideal "focal point" location and help to enhance Borough identity. The Borough is currently
considering moving the garage and municipal employee parking to an area behind the municipal building. This
would free up the current garage site for expanded parking and as a combination use. provide space for a
community green area fronting on Somerset Street, with municipal public parking behind. Even a relatively
small strip running along the sidewalk (20-30 feet deep) would improve Somerset Street by adding a green area,
reducing the visual impact of parked cars and asphalt..and improving the continuity of the streetseape.

• Pocket Parks and Urban Greenway

In conjunction with establishing a small public green in the downtown, there may be other opportunities for
the creation of public open space through the development of other "vest pocket parks" and greenway linkages.
Vest pocket parks are very small land areas located in built-up neighborhoods which can be developed through
the improvement of vacant lots or through the redevelopment of portions of lots such as the proposed lewn
green. A type of pocket park rrmyalso be created through design treatment of alleyways. Parts developed from
even a single narrow lot may include benches. floral and small tree plantings. monuments or public an.
lighting and other amenities Ie create an attractive passive recreation area. Alleyways which offer pedestrian
access to parking lots or other areas can contribute Ie the appearance of the downtown through the use of
special pa"'ing treatments. wall mounted lighting, planter boxes with seating ledges or other seating and other
unified design treaunents.

Urban greenway linkages can be developed through a comprehensive street tree and planting plan which can be
used to connect downlewn areas with pocket parks. schools, stream corridors and other public open spaces or
p~areas.
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Alleyway Treatment From Street To Parking Area
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• Sartty

In a local survey conducted by MSNP in October of 1993. safety in the downtown was identified as the number
one concern of residents. This coUld be addressed. at least in part, through proper streetseape design. Lighting
and landscaping sundards can be used to reduce the opportunity fer crime. Elimination of building vacancy and
the redevelopment of vacant lots can also prevent opportunities fer crime and increase the auractiveness of the
downtown. A more attractive downtown promotes greater pedestrian presence and activity which deters
potential criminal activity.

• VacaDt Lots and Buildings

Methods of maintaining or increasing building occupancy rates and flOding methods of eliminating vacant lots
should be pursued. Recent efforts by Main Street North Plainfield have substantially reduced building vacancy
and have increased the variety of reW.Iactivities. particularly in the B and B-1 zoning disaicts where reta.ilwas a
traditionally strong use. This has added to the safety of the downtown by increasing evening activity levels.
Where vacant lots continue to exist. owners should be held responsible for maintenance. The lots should be
kept litter free and possibly enclosed by fencing to prevent trespassing and loitering.

• Downtown Street Lighting

The quality and amount of lighting in the downtown should be improved for both safety and aesthetic reasons.
Recent efforts to keep windows lit at night have added to the illumination of the downtown streetseape. making
it more inviting and attractive during the evening hoW'Sand providing an extra degree of seGurity. Every effDlt
should be made to encowage more lighting from private and/or public sources in the downtown.

• MaintenaDce or Existing Assets

Keeping storefronts and signage clean and in good repair is essential to maintaining a positive downtown image
and is equally important to appearance along the highway corridor. Buildings and sites which are not kept in
good condition pose an economic threat as well as an aesthetic one. for its consequences include diminished
support from residents. business and visitors. It also reduces the incentive for new business invesunent in the
Borough. diminishing the potential for future upgrades of underutiJized or run-down properties. Historic and
architecturally significant facades should be preserved and/rx restaed.

A property maintenance ordinance may be used to protect the integrity of existing building facades and signage
in both the downtown and highway areas. Most important will be the ability of the Borough to monitor
conditions and enforce the applicable zoning and building code regulations. This may require additional
persoMel and/or increased flOes. This is one of the most cost efficient ways of approving the appearance of
business districts. Regulations to help reduce littering may also be explored.

Maintenance of buildings should also extend to signage. The variety of existing signage in the downtown.
while not of a consistent type or character. should at the very least be kept in good condition.

PARKISG A~1> CIRCVLATIOS ISSVES

• Downto"'n Public Parking

Downtown public parking has been identified as a major concern. Public parXing is supervised by the North
Plainfield Parking Authority which regulates approximaLely 220 public parXing spaces within the downtown.
Approximately 8S of these spaces are contained in two public off·sueet parking areas. The Borough Hall 0([
street parking lot across from the Borough Hall contains roughly 35 parking spaces. about 11 of which are
available for public use. The remaining spaces are used for police. public works and other employee parking.

There are roughly 50 spaces at Municipal Parting Lot NO.1 loc.ated on Craig Place. About half of these are
metered and and the remainder are leased by local merchants. While there are a few parallel on-street parking
spaces on Craig Place. Pearl Street and WalChung Avenue. the majority of remaining public parking is located
along Somerset Street in metered parallel parking stalls.
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As part of a local survey conducted by Main Street North plainfield. availability of parking in the downtown
scored high on a local mercha.r:fs list of priJna.-j concerr&S. In the sa..7if sUI-vey, residents did nOl see the
availability of parking as their primary concern. In conlrast, the local parking authority has indicated that
additional parking is desirable in the downtown area.

Observation indicates that while there may be enough spaces in number, a greater distribution of spaces may be
needed. An independent parlcinganalysis should be conducted to determine specific parking needs. However, in
anticipation of increased commercia] development in the downtown. opportunities to provide additional off
sueet parXing through the creation of new lots should be explored.

Opporwnities for additional or substitute off-street parking areas exist to the rear of lots that from on Somerset
Street Using the rear of lots for paning and access can also increase opporwnities for secondary entrances and
bU!inesses located to ~~e rear of buildings. Locating off-street parking behind buildings also prevents the
disruption of the commercial streelSCapefacade wall. Some example locations for potential off-street parldng
are found behind the offices of Main Street Nonh Plainfield. behind the municipal building and behind the store
fronts on Somerset Street and Watchung Avenue. Some potential off-street parking locations and expansion
possibilities are indicated on the downtown land use plan map found in the following 5e(:tion. Expansion of
public parking may be developed through lW:quisitionof easements, redevelopment or fee simple purchase.

There appears to be only very limited availability for increasing on-street parking in the downtown areas. The
streets between Somerset Street and Watchung Avenue in the current B-1 district are generally narrow and the
ability to widen these to increase on-street parking is not anticipated. Areas of Somerset Street and Watchung
Avenue appropriate for on-street parking are already being used for this purpose.

• Downtown Private Parking

As was the case in 1974. relatively few of the downtown businesses have the room to provide significant off
street parking for customers. Of those that do provide some parking. it may only panially meet their need
and/or may also be used for employees. More private off-street parking is found in relation to the newer
businesses located in the vicinity and nOM of Green Brook Road. This is a result of their more recent
development. the vehicular orientation of the businesses and of the larger commercial lots located in the B and
B-2 areas.

Landscaping is needed for private parking areas where they front on a public street, panicularly along Somerset
Street or Wat.ehung Avenue. Where parking lots abut residential properties. buffering through fencing or
landscape treatment should be provided. Up to date parking standards should also be employed.

Parking becomes a major issue when residential propenies are proposed for commercia] use in the downtown.
Existing lots may be unable to provide for off-street parking due to their small size. Due to existing parking
difficulties and the increased parking that would be needed with increased commercial use in the downtown.
minimum lot sizes should be established which would provide enough room for on-site parking to be developed
to the side or rear of buildings. A policy may be pursued where minimum lot size requirements in the
downtown business zones may be waived at the dis...-retionof the reviewing agency. Waivers may be considered
where a commercial conversion can show a need fer less parking than required, can demonstrate how required
parking can be accommodated on the smaller site or arranges for another off-site parking area within the
immediate area.. However. such waivers, if granted. should be very limited and larger lots maintained or created
where the ability to merge lots exists to meet minimum proposed lot sizes.

Other parking issues which require consideration by the Borough include the need to provide suitable
identification for existing parking areas and the impact, if any. of metered parking on local shopping. Conflicts
between existing residential and commercia] areas sharing spaces has also been identified as an issue which may
be mitigated through the issuance of residential paning permits for residents locaLedin the downtown business
zones. The issuance of residential parking permits would also eliminate the need for overnight parking
restrictions in these districts.
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• Downtown Circulation

"Themain circulation arteries in the downtown are Somer.;,e..tStreet and WaLchu.'lgAvenue. Somerset Sa-...etis a
local road and WaLchungAvenue is conb'OUedby the County. Both are two lane roads with on-street parking at
various intervals.The 1974 Master Plan recommended that these roads be made into one-way streets 10 increase
ease of vehicular circulation and increase on-street parking opportunities. However, it is the intent of the current
recommendations to emphasize pedestrian rather than vehicular circulation in the downtown. 'The 1974 policy is
not recommended. Even if it could be accomplished, it would only serve to increase the ease of vehicular
movement and resultant speed at which uaffic could move through the downtown, funher endangering
pedestrians.

The current B-1 district contains several narrow one-way streets. The maintenance of the one-way pattern in this
area reduces the n~ for widening needed to IK:commoda1etwo way traffic. Such widening is also unlikely
unless majcr redevelopment of this area is proposed. No changes are proposed.

Although not located in a business district, Somerset Place runs from the B-1 district off of Somerset Street.
This is the only dead-end street in the downtown area. Should the opponunity develop, it is proposed that this
be made into a through street to aid downtown circulation, improve public safety (there is no cul-de-sac for turn
around of emergency vehicles or secondary access) and 10 support increased maintenance of existing structures.

• Downto'l-"D Traffic Speeds aDd Pedestrian Access

The 1974 Master Plan prediCted a potential reduction of traffic due to the completion of 1-78, but traffic
problems remain, particularly with regard 10 traffic speeds and volume along Somerset Street Traffic routinely
exceeds the posted speed limit of 2S miles per hour, presenting serious safety concerns to pedestrians and
inhibiting ease of retail access in the downtown. The continued revitalization of the downtown will require a
circu.I.a1:ionpattml which increases safety fer pedestrians and slows traffJc movement throughout the area.

The previous Master Plan also recommended the placement of a left turn lane at Green Brook Road from
Somerset Street to ease traffic flow through downtown; however, Ibis may also result in higher traffic speeds
which would not be conducive to the policy of making downtown North Plainfield pedestrian friendly.
DownlOwn circulation policy should address legitimate uaffic circulation concerns, howevec, planning should
suppon pedestrian over vehicular traffICmovement in the downtown. A traffic study may also be conducted to
determine whether additional traffic signalization is warranted.

Methods 10 slow traffic speeds

A traditional downlOwn relies heavily on pedestrian access for its success. Downtown Nonh Plainfield could be
more pedestrian friendly. Crossing Somerset Street can be a problem and is potentially dangerous because of the
speed of moving uafflC and the Jack of identified cross-walk areas. Various design ueaunents are suggested to
encourage a reduction of traffic speeds in the downtown, including the use of narrowed roadway widths at major
intersections and the delineation of pedestrian cross-walk areas with textured pavers. These design treaunents
provide "psychological" speed bumps since pcz-sonstend to drive slower as roadways narrow and if pedestrian
crossings are expected. Narrowed road crossings and textured cross-walks also reduce pedestrian travel distance
and encourage more consistent pedestrian movement at cross-walks. Bumping out the sidewalks at major
inte~tions also has the secondary benefit of eliminating yellow "no-parking" markings at these locations.
These concepts are illustrated in the community design section of this report

In addition, the Borough may give pedestrians the right-of-way at crosswalks by ordinance, requiring that cars
stop at designated cross-walks when pedestrians are waiting 10 cross. A speed reduction campaign may also be
employed through the use of promotional activities combined with increased targeting of Somerset Sueet and
Watchung Avenue by the Borough Police Department for ticketing of speeders. Narrowed intersections,
identified cross-walks, pedestrian right-Of-way and increased ticketing of speeders may all be employed to make
the downtown m<n pedestrian friendly.
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• Highway Parking and Circulation

Since most business structures alonlZthe hi2hway were originally develOPedas business suuctures. naridnlZwas
Provided as a matter of course. There are some-propertieS. however. th8t are undCl"SC'ZVedby parki~g or ;here
pamng is difficult due to lot shape or size. The ability to provide on-site parking is critical since on-street
parking is not an option. For most commercial uses. there appears to be adequate parking; however. increased
parking demand for some uses has resulted in the development of expanded or off-site parking. The amount of
development or redevelopment must consider the provision of adequate parking in approJria1e areas.

Most access to highway businesses is directly from Route 22. Due to the relatively small size of many lots.
panicularly in the B-6 area, multiple curb cuts exist along the highway which increase the number of traffic
movements and potential traffic conflicts. It is recommended that the retention of larger lots and merger of
smaller lots be supported to increase traffic safety. Cross easements and shared access opponunities between
adjacent lo~ should also be encouraged. Larger lots. merged lots and cross easements will also provide shared
parking opportunities which will help alleviate parking lJfOblernscurrently experienced at some sites.

• Public/Alternative Transportation

1bere is a bus route which runs from Muhlenberg Hospital to Somerset Street, to Green Brook Road and to K
Mart. .There is no official bus stop in the downtown area and there appears to be a general lack of knowledge
about the route. Public signage should include information on the bus route. a route map and schedule.
Funher, providing a location for an official bus stop area in the downtown should be explored. New Jersey
Transit rail transponation is also available in the City of Plainfield and is generally within walking distance of
the downtown.

Another issue which was identified was the potential placement of bike routes in the downtown. Due to the
width of the sidewalks and the presence of continuous on-street parking, it is unli1celythat a bike route could be
placed along Somerset Street or Watchung Avenue. It would be possible to place a bike rack or racks at a
central location, such as the municipal building or a proposed town green, so that residents coming into the
downtown from adjacent residential areas would have the option of using bicycles and have a secure place for
their storage.
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